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We employ a collection scanning near-field optical microscope~SNOM! to image the propagation of light at
telecommunication wavelengths along straight and bent regions of silicon-on-insulator photonic crystal
waveguides~PCWs! formed by removing a single row of holes in the triangular 410-nm-period lattice along
theGM direction of the irreducible Brillouin zone. We obtain high quality SNOM images of PCWs excited in
the wavelength range of 1520–1570 nm, which indicate good PCW mode confinement and low propagation
loss. Using averaged cross sections of the intensity distributions before and after PCW bends, bend loss is
evaluated and found to noticeably increase with the increase of the light wavelength from;1 dB at 1520 nm
to ;6 dB at 1570 nm. We analyze light intensity variations along PCWs measured with the SNOM at different
distances from the sample surface. Considering the interference between a quasihomogeneous background field
and Bloch harmonics of the PCW mode, we account for spatial frequency spectra of the intensity variations
and determine the propagation constant of the PCW mode at 1520 nm. The possibilities and limitations of
SNOM imaging for the characterization of PCWs are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.235204 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs, 07.79.Fc, 42.25.-p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interference in multiple scattering of light occurring in
medium with periodic modulation of the refractive index c
lead, within a certain wavelength range, to light reflecti
from and inhibition of light propagation inside such a m
dium, which is conventionally called a photonic cryst
~PC!.1 This ~photonic band-gap! effect opens a way to con
trol the flow of light on a wavelength scale by introducin
various defects, e.g., channels and cavities, in PCs.1,2 Two-
dimensional~2D! PCs combined with the structures exhib
ing light confinement in the third dimension, e.g., plan
waveguides, have been intensively investigated during re
years with the purpose of realization of highly integrat
photonic circuits.2,3 Various configurations of PC waveguide
~PCWs! formed by straight- and bent-line defects in 2D P
have been experimentally studied, aimed at demonstra
low-loss propagation~and bending! of light, and many im-
portant issues have been clarified.4–13 It should be noted
though that most of the experimental methods used so fa
of an indirect nature. This limits the amount of accessib
information and it may even compromise the validity of t
conclusions reached.

Visualization of light propagation by imaging of the PCW
surface with a camera appeared to be useful only w
accidental4 or engineered5 defects present in the structure,
with light being intentionally coupled to leaky modes.6 Im-
aging of the PCW output edge with a camera6 or a tapered
fiber7 was mainly employed to confirm that the light does
through a bent PCW in question. Relative measurement
the transmission spectra with and without a PCW~Refs. 8
and 9! ~or with and without a bend10! with subsequent nor
malization were found to be generally reliable for loss m
0163-1829/2002/66~23!/235204~9!/$20.00 66 2352
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surements by calibrating away extrinsic effects, such as, e
laser-PCW-detector coupling. However the efficiency fou
in this way may exceed 100%,8–10 indicating that accurate
characterization of low-loss PCWs with this technique
somewhat problematic. Alternatively, one can make use
the Fabry-Perot resonance technique that was success
applied for quantitative measurements of the propaga
loss in straight PCWs~Ref. 11! and the modal reflection in
bent PCWs.12 As far as PCW modal characteristics are co
cerned, conventional~far-field! imaging of the PCW surface
has been recently found suitable for mapping the dispers
diagram of theleaky ~and, thereby, lossy! PCW modes re-
vealing Bloch wave components in the excited PC
modes.13 On the other hand, it is clear that a bound PC
mode having a propagation constant larger than that in
cannot be observed with far-field imaging techniques, b
cause its field in air isevanescent, i.e., exponentially decay
ing over the distance of the order of light wavelength.

Mapping of evanescent fields is one of the main appli
tions of a collection scanning near-field microsco
~SNOM!, whose fiber probe is used to pick up a tiny fractio
of optical~e.g., evanescent! field near the sample surface an
detect it as a function of scanning coordinates. Since the
demonstration of SNOM imaging of evanescent fields
waveguide modes,14 the SNOM has been used in a numb
of studies concerned with waveguide modes in integra
optical components,15 including waveguide characterizatio
at telecommunication wavelengths.16–18 As far as photonic
band-gap structures are concerned, the SNOM has been
plied to study optical transmission through 2D PCs~Refs. 19
and 20! and to observe guiding of surface-plasmon pola
tons along channels in a periodically corrugated me
surface.21 The SNOM imaging of photoluminescence in a 2
PC etched in a suspended InP membrane has also
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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BOZHEVOLNYI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 235204 ~2002!
reported.22 However, the potential of this technique to ma
the intensity distribution of~bound! modes guided along
PCWs has not yet been realized.

In this work, we apply a SNOM operating in collectio
mode to image the propagation of light at telecommunicat
wavelengths along straight and bent regions of silicon-
insulator PCWs. A similar sample containing the PCWs w
different lengths has been previously investigated with
spect to the transmission loss in the wavelength interva
1300–1600 nm, and the propagation loss in straight part
PCWs has been determined by linear regression.23 We obtain
high quality SNOM images that allow us todirectly evaluate
the bend loss and characterize the PCW mode confinem
From the SNOM images we further determine the spa
frequencies in light intensity variations along the PCW th
we interpret by considering the interference between a qu
homogeneous background field and Bloch components o
PCW mode. This allows us to estimate the propagation c
stant of the PCW mode at 1520 nm. It should be stressed
the main purpose of this work is to explore the possibilit
and limitations of SNOM imaging for the PCW characteriz
tion rather than to study a particular type of PCWs. T
paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the experimen
arrangement and the sample used are described. Section
devoted to the experimental results featuring the SNOM
ages obtained at different sample areas and their interp
tion. The paper is terminated with our conclusions offered
Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental setup consists of a collection SNO
with an uncoated fiber tip used as a probe24 and an arrange
ment for launching tunable~1520–1570 nm! TE-polarized
~the electric field is parallel to the sample surface! radiation
~power;1 mW! into the sample waveguides by positionin
a tapered lensed single-mode fiber~Fig. 1!. The sample con-

FIG. 1. Schematic layout of the experimental setup.
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taining PCWs consisted of a perforated SiO2 /Si/SiO2
trilayer film ~cladding/core/buffer thickness;0.1/0.3/1mm!
formed on a Si substrate.23 Holes were arranged in a trian
gular array~period L>410 nm, hole diameter>200 nm!
and single rows of missing holes defined the PCWs alo
GM direction of the irreducible Brillouin zone of the lattice1

E-beam lithography was employed to produce the hole p
tern in a resist layer deposited on a silicon-on-insulator w
fer. The patterned resist served as a mask in the proces
reactive ion etching~RIE!, resulting in the corresponding
pattern of holes formed in the Si layer. After removal of t
resist, the pattern was further transferred onto the SiO2 layer
by RIE, using the patterned Si layer as a mask. Finally
SiO2 cladding layer was grown on the Si-layer surface
thermal oxidation completing the sample fabrication@Fig.
2~a!#. The choice of PCW parameters was based on the si
lations carried out with a plane-wave expansion approac25

predicting for similar sample leakage-free guided TE mod
near the wavelength of 1450 nm.23 The sample contained
central PC square area with five PC regions forming b
PCWs of different lengths connected to tapered access r
waveguides outside the PC area@Fig. 2~b!#. Each waveguide

FIG. 2. ~a! Scanning electron microscope picture showing
cross-sectional view of a reference sample, which has been cle
through the photonic crystal~PC! area.~b! Optical microscope im-
age showing a top view of the central part of the sample, wh
contains bent PC waveguides.~c! Far-field image taken with a cam
era positioned over the top of the sample, with the radiation at 1
nm being coupled from a cleaved fiber~not seen! into the input
ridge waveguide leading to the PC area. The wide arrow point
the propagation direction of radiation coupled out of the out
ridge waveguide.
4-2
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NEAR-FIELD IMAGING OF LIGHT PROPAGATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 235204 ~2002!
had two straight sections connected by a 90° bend obta
by an adiabatic rotation~with the curvature radius of 7mm!
of the crystal lattice. Cleavage of the sample resulted
;150-mm-long and ;4-mm-wide ~at the sample facets!
ridge waveguides leading toward each side of the PC ar

The adjustment of the in-coupling fiber with respect to t
access ridge waveguides was accomplished when monito
the light propagation along the sample surface with the h
of a far-field microscopic arrangement~Fig. 1!. A typical
image featured only input and output bright spots at
sample facets along with some weak spots near waveg
bends in the PC area@Fig. 2~c!#. These measurements ind
cated that the main part of propagation loss is associ
with the bends in PCWs and that the loss increases with
wavelength as expected from the transmission measurem
carried out previously.23 Following the fiber adjustment, th
fiber-sample arrangement is moved under the SNOM sc
ning head, and the optical-field distribution near the sam
surface is probed with an uncoated sharp fiber tip, wh
position is controlled by the SNOM head~Fig. 1!. The tip
can be scanned along the sample surface at a constan
tance~of a few nanometers! maintained by shear force feed
back or along a plane, which is approximately parallel to
surface plane and separated from it by a given distance.
near-field radiation scattered by the fiber tip is partially c
lected by the fiber itself and propagates in the form of fib
modes towards the other end of the fiber, whereupon
detected by a femtowatt InGaAs photoreceiver. Finally
should be noted that the images presented here@Figs. 2~c!
and 3–8# are oriented in the same way with respect to
direction of light propagating in the PCWs.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All five PCWs were in turn excited at different wave
lengths ranging from 1520 nm to 1570 nm and imaged w
the SNOM. The topographical and near-field optical imag
obtained for the shortest PCW at the wavelength of 1520
are shown in Fig. 3. On the topographical image, one
recognize the pattern of holes that forms the PCW follow
by the output ridge waveguide and even distinguish in
vidual holes albeit only in the output PCW region@Fig. 3~a!#.
In general, the visibility of holes on the topographical imag
was found to vary even within the same image. This feat

FIG. 3. Gray-scale~a! topographical and near-field optical im
ages (22.5322.5mm2) obtained with the shortest PCW@Fig. 2~b!#
at the wavelengthl>1520 nm. One can distinguish the line o
missing holes that defines the PCW and clearly see the output r
waveguide in the topographical image whose depth is 1.9mm.
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is an experimental artifact related to the lattice orientat
and the scan direction, the scan step, and feedback pa
eters that were not optimized with respect to the topograp
cal imaging. The near-field optical image@Fig. 3~b!# exhibits
several features appearing also on the images of other P
and/or at other wavelengths. The light propagation along
bent PC waveguide and further in the access ridge wa
guide is clearly seen, as well as the light scattering at
junction between the PCW and ridge waveguide. The opt
signal related to the light propagation in the PCW decrea
noticeably after the bend. The radiation bend loss is visu
ized on the image appearing in the form of light scatter
out of the bend in the forward direction that illuminates t
edge of the neighbor PC region. Note that the light scatter
at the junction between the PCW and ridge waveguide an
the edge of the PC region~near the bend! results in scattered
field components propagating~in air! away from the sample
surface. These propagating components are detected wit
SNOM fiber tip much more efficiently than the evanesce
field components,26 e.g., those associated with the PC
mode. One should therefore be very careful when judg
the strength of scattering processes from SNOM imag
scattering into air gives considerably stronger signals t
scattering in the surface plane or scattering into the subst
Finally, the light propagating along the PCW is well confin
to the line of missing holes showing a somewhat irregu
periodic pattern in the propagation direction@Fig. 3~b!#. In
the following, we shall take a closer look at light propagati
in the bent and straight regions of the PCWs.

A. Determination of the PCW bend loss

The variations~;30%! of the detected signal along th
PCW axis made the precise evaluation of the propaga
loss in straight parts of PCWs rather difficult. Even for t
longest PCW~;50 mm!, the propagation loss could be a
best estimated as being within 10% and somewhat larger
longer wavelengths. These observations are in agreem
with the transmission measurements conducted with a s
lar sample, that resulted in the propagation loss of a f
dB/mm at 1520 nm, increasing with the wavelength.23 Note
that the bend loss could not have been determined from
transmission measurements, because the coupling loss
tributes to the measured overall transmission loss in the s
manner. Using the SNOM images obtained at different wa
lengths~Fig. 4!, we have directly determined the bend lo
by averaging the intensity distributions~across the PCW!
over the PCW length of;5 mm before and after the bend
The bend loss was found to increase with the wavelen
from the value of;1 dB at the wavelength of 1520 nm t
that of ;6 dB at 1570 nm. These results are consistent w
our far-field observations mentioned above and with the f
that the propagation loss is expected to increase notably
the light wavelengths considerably different from those e
suring the leakage-free guidance.25

The SNOM images allow one to determine the bend l
rather accurately, i.e., within a few percent, for a given PC
and particular adjustment of the in-coupling tapered fib
However, the determined bend loss was found to noticea

ge
4-3
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BOZHEVOLNYI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 235204 ~2002!
vary not only for different PCWs but also for different a
justments of the fiber with respect to thesamePCW, espe-
cially with respect to the fiber displacement perpendicula
the surface plane. A closer look at SNOM images revea
that the light intensity distribution across a PCW beca
broader and the bend loss increased when the in-coup
fiber was moved deeper in the sample. The typical SNO
images recorded in this configuration at the wavelength
1520 nm are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that, in the strai
PCW region preceding the bend, the intensity distribution
rather broad and exhibits two maxima on both sides of
PCW. At the same time,after the bend, it is confined to the
PCW region, which is quite similar to that obtained wi
another fiber adjustment@cf. Figs 4~b! and 5~b!#.

A possible explanation might be related to the mode str
ture of the ridge access waveguides. We considered a pl
waveguide formed by the trilayer film on a Si substrate~see
Sec. II!, and found that it supports two TE modes. One mo
is concentrated in the;0.3-mm-thin Si layer and in its im-
mediate vicinity, whereas another one is propagating ma
within the ;1-mm-thick SiO2 layer. We expect that simila
~in depth! modes are supported also by the ridge wavegui
and that these modes can be excited separately or sim
neously depending on the in-coupling fiber position with
spect to the sample surface. The etched holes being relat
shallow @Fig. 2~a!# affect strongly the first mode and onl
slightly the second one, a circumstance that can accoun
the aforementioned observations. The PCW bend plays
such a case, the role of a mode stripper, effectively filter
the second mode out of the PCW. Hereafter we consider
measurements conducted with the appropriate fiber ad
ments judged from the SNOM images.

The fluctuations in the bend loss measured with differ
waveguides and fiber adjustments complicate the bend
evaluation for a particular PCW design. We should also m
tion another complication, which is inherent to the usage
SNOM imaging, viz., high-resolution and large scale SNO
images take a long time to acquire. In our case, a SN
image of 40340mm2 with 2563256 points took;1.5 h of
recording, because the detection of weak~;1 pW! and noisy
optical signals requires a long integration time~;0.1 s!. This
circumstance makes the usage of data statistical treatm
rather problematic. We have made most measurements a
wavelength of 1520 nm, and the bend loss of;1 dB was
obtained under a proper fiber adjustment for the longest
middle PCWs that featured the light propagation with le
scattering. The tendency of bend loss increase with the w
length ~Fig. 4! was also quite reproducible, but other valu
of bend loss, e.g., that of 6 dB at 1570 nm, can be given o
with 50% accuracy.

B. Scattering out of PCW bends

The radiation scattered out of the PCW bend is seen
propagate along the sample surface and diverge from
bend, forming weak but noticeable concentric fringes~Figs.
4 and 5!. Similar fringes have been previously reported in t
SNOM study of semiconductor waveguide structures
Bourzeixet al.16 and attributed to the Tien effect. We believ
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that this and similar phenomena observed in SNOM stud
of waveguides16,18 and accounted for previously with th
Tien effect are in fact interference phenomena caused by
SNOM detection of weak optical fields forming a quasih
mogeneous background. Let us recall that, in the detec
process of a collection SNOM, a fiber probe picks up pla
wave components of the detected field with the efficien
that depends on their wave-vector projection on the surf
plane.26 All these plane-wave components contributelinearly
~though differently! to the amplitude of the fiber mode~s!
propagating toward a detector. It should also be borne
mind that the efficiency decreases drastically with the
crease of the wave-vector projection magnitude.27 It is there-
fore reasonable to expect that, in the SNOM imaging
waveguide modes, especially those with large effective
dexes, even weak scattered optical fields caused by mat
inhomogeneities and fabrication defects can contribute to
detected signal. Note that such a contribution is coherent
strongest from the optical fields with small wave-vector p
jections. One should therefore expect to observe on
SNOM image an interference pattern superimposed on
image formed by a waveguide mode. Moreover, this interf
ence pattern being somewhat irregular due to different c
tributing plane-wave components should exhibit, on avera
the interference fringes corresponding to the optical fi
with zerowave-vector projection~propagating away from the
surface!, i.e., to the homogeneous coherent background.

The above explanation is consistent with the reported
servations of quasiperiodic intensity modulations along
propagation direction in SNOM images of waveguides.16,18

Thus, theaverageoscillation period of 0.4460.10mm for
semiconductor waveguides matches their effective in
(l/neff50.4860.04mm), and the period of'1 mm ob-
served atl51.55mm for polymer and glass waveguides
consistent with the expected effective indexneff;1.5.16 One

FIG. 4. Gray-scale~a! topographical and~b!–~d! near-field op-
tical images (52.5352.5mm2) obtained with the longest PCW
@Fig. 2~b!# at the wavelengthsl>(b) 1520,~c! 1550, and~d! 1570
nm. Appearance of weak optical signals is artificially enhanced
order to improve the visibility of concentric fringes originating
the PCW bend. The depth of the topographical image is 0.51mm.
4-4
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NEAR-FIELD IMAGING OF LIGHT PROPAGATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 235204 ~2002!
can also notice that the period of the phase distribution m
sured for the guided mode is close to that of the~irregular!
stripe pattern in the corresponding intensity distribution.18 In
our case, the presence of scattered optical fields propag
away from the surface was directly revealed by recording
optical images at different tip-surface distances~Fig. 6!. It is
seen that, with the increase of the tip-surface distance u
500 nm, the average optical signal rapidly decreases, the
ages become blurred, i.e., lose their high spatial frequenc
and the concentric fringes associated with the radiation
verging from the bend disappear. For even larger distan
the images change very slowly having the same signal le
of ;10% from the maximum signal recorded at the surfa
@cf. Figs. 6~d! and 6~f!#. These features indicate that the co
centric fringes are associated with evanescent waves and
the propagating field components with small wave-vec
projections do contribute to the detected signal, since o
low spatial frequencies are seen at large distances.

A closer look at the concentric fringes revealed that th
structure is somewhat irregular, showing features associ
with the presence of phase singularities.28 This is only to be
expected since the background contribution consists of m
propagating field components with small but nonzero wa
vector projections on the surface plane. For this reason,
ferent radial cross sections of the concentric fringes obse
at the wavelength of 1520 nm result in slightly different p
riods centered near 850 nm~Fig. 7!. Note that different pe-
riods can also originate from a finite length of the cross s
tions ~;20 mm in this case!. We evaluated the effective
index of the TE mode concentrated in the Si layer of a pla
waveguide:neff'1.72. For this value, the average period
interference fringes is expected to be equal tol/neff
'880 nm. Taking into account that the thickness~;300 nm!
of the core silicon layer of our sample influences strongly
effective mode index~e.g., for the thickness of 310 nm,neff
'1.79 andl/neff'850 nm), we consider the agreement
being reasonably good.

C. Propagation in straight PCWs

The near-field optical images obtained with high reso
tion at different light wavelengths for a straight region of t

FIG. 5. Gray-scale~a! topographical and near-field optical im
ages (52.5352.5mm2) obtained at the wavelengthl>1520 nm
with the in-coupling fiber displaced perpendicular to the sam
surface deeper inside the sample~as compared to the coupling con
figuration used to record the images shown in Fig. 4!. The bend loss
measured in this case is;3 dB. The depth of the topographica
image is 0.17mm.
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PCW are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the recorded int
sity distributions are well confined~to the line of missing
holes defining the PCW! exhibiting wavelength-dependen
intensity variations along the propagation direction. The s
nal cross sections made at the intensity maxima are v

e

FIG. 6. Gray-scale~a! topographical and~b!–~f! near-field opti-
cal images (15315mm2) obtained at the wavelengthl>1520 nm
at different tip-surface distances:~b! with shear force feedback~a
few nanometers!, ~c! 100, ~d! 300, ~e! 500, and~f! 700 nm. The
maximum signal level is different for different images:~b! 1, ~c!
0.46, ~d! 0.16, ~e! 0.13, and~f! 0.11. The line of missing holes
defines the PCW and some of the holes are clearly seen on
topographical image whose depth is 0.11mm.

FIG. 7. Spectra of spatial frequencies of the cross sections o
concentric fringes~along the lines marked with arrows! that are
imaged at the wavelengthl>1520 nm and shown in the inset. Th
size of the inset optical image is 32319mm2.
4-5
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BOZHEVOLNYI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 235204 ~2002!
close to the Gaussian distributions in shape with the
width at half maximum increasing from;740 nm to 800 nm
with the increase of the light wavelength~Fig. 9!. One can
also notice that the signal does not go to zero outside
PCW indicating the presence of a homogeneous backgro
at the level of;10% compared to the maximum signal. Th
circumstance should be borne in mind when accounting
the intensity variations along the PCW. It should be stres
that a 10%-high level ofsignal background does not mea
that the scatteredfield intensity on average is only 10 time
smaller than the PCW mode intensity. The scattered fi
intensity is in fact considerably smaller than that, because
detection efficiency of fields with low spatial frequencies
much higher than that of the evanescent PCW mode.26,27

The intensity distributions measured along the PCW~Fig.
8! indicate that there are several spatial frequencies involv
with the main contribution coming from the frequencies ce
tered near the period of 1mm. In order to deduce the PCW
characteristics from the corresponding SNOM images
start by writing the mode field distribution inside th
PCW:1,13

E~x,y,z!5(
m

um~y,z!exp@ i ~b1mK!x#; K5
2p

L
,

FIG. 8. Gray-scale near-field optical images (439 mm2) ob-
tained with a straight region of PCW at the wavelengthsl>(a)
1520,~b! 1550, and~c! 1570 nm.

FIG. 9. Cross sections of the near-field optical images show
Figs. 8~a! and 8~c! perpendicular to the PCW axis. Solid lines ind
cate the Gaussian fits to the experimental data.
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whereE(x,y,z) is the main electric-field component of th
PCW mode propagating along thex axis of the PCW and
having the propagation constantb ~b<0.5 K!, andL is the
PC lattice constant. The field, that is probed by the SNO
abovethe sample surface and along the PCW axis (y50),
can then be approximated as follows:

Ed~x,z!5B1(
m

um
0 exp@2zA~b1mK!22k0

2#

3exp@ i ~b1mK!x#, ~2!

where thez axis is perpendicular to the sample surfacez
50) pointing to the air side,B represents a homogeneou
background~see the discussion in the previous section!, k0
52p/l is the wave number in air, and we assumed that
Bloch components are evanescent. Indeed, for the consid
situation (L>410 nm,l>1520 nm), the PCW mode propa
gation constant is expected to be in the range of 0.4–0.525

implying that the propagation constants of all Bloch comp
nents are larger than the wave number in air.

Each of the field components described in Eq.~2! contrib-
ute to the fiber mode amplitude~which is actually detected!,
but the coupling efficiency decreases drastically with the
crease of the wave-vector surface projectionub1mKu.26,27

One reason is that the effective detecting center of a SN
probe fiber is situated at some distance inside the fiber~up to
500 nm!,29 so that theevanescentfields are always probed a
a nonzero distance from the surface. Keeping only the le
ing terms, the signal detected~along the PCW! at the tip-
surface distancez reads

S~x,z!}C~z!12h~0!Bh~b!u0
0 exp~2z/d0!cos~bx!

12h~0!Bh~K2b!u21
0 exp~2z/d1!cos@~K2b!x#

12h~b!u0
0h~K2b!u21

0 exp~2z/d2!cos~Kx!, ~3!

whereC(z) denotes the level of signal background, who
distance dependence is due to the averaged intensity o
evanescent waves,h(k) is the detection efficiency of the
field component having the magnitudek of wave-vector pro-
jection on the surface plane, and the penetration depths
given by @Eq. ~2!#

d05~b22k0
2!20.5, d15@~K2b!22k0

2#20.5,

d25
d0d1

d01d1
. ~4!

It is expected thath(0)@h(b).h(K2b) for the aforemen-
tioned reasons and, thereby, the signal harmonics having
tial frequenciesb and K2b would dominate the spectrum
@Eq. ~3!#.

We investigated in detail the light propagation in the PC
at the wavelength of 1520 nm. The typical spectrum of
optical signal variations along the PCW measured at the
face~using shear force feedback! is shown in Fig. 10 featur-
ing three peaks in agreement with the arguments above.

in
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lattice constant of 410 nm of our PC was obtained fro
images made by a calibrated scanning electron microsc
and corroborated with SNOM topographical images@e.g.,
similar to Fig. 6~a!#. The PCW mode propagation constantb
was fitted to the experimental spectrum so that the freque
K2b would also fit the corresponding peak as shown in F
10. One can further see that the spectrum structure, b
well defined at low spatial frequencies, is more complica
around the frequencyK of the lattice constant. We think tha
such a structure might be related to the PCW mode refle
by the PCW-ridge waveguide interface and/or the out
edge of the sample. The contribution to the detected sig
due to the propagating backward PCW mode can be
pressed similarly to Eq.~3!,

Sr~x,z!}2a@h~b!u0
0#2 exp~22z/d0!cos~2bx!

12a@h~K2b!u21
0 #2 exp~22z/d1!cos@2~K2b!x#

14ah~b!u0
0h~K2b!u21

0 exp~2z/d2!

3cos@~K22b!x#, ~5!

wherea!1 is the amplitude reflection coefficient. It is see
that all three terms are of the same order of magnitude
smaller than the last term in Eq.~3! by the value ofa.
Strictly speaking, these combination frequencies might a
appear if the response of the photoreceiver used is not
actly linear with respect to the incident light power. We b
lieve that the identification of these peaks and their origin
possible but requires additional and more detailed invest
tions. Here one should bear in mind the sources of un
tainty in the measured spectra mentioned in the previ
section. In the following, we continue the consideration
the main peaks described by Eq.~3!.

The modification of the optical images of a straight PC
region when increasing the tip-surface distance is simila
that reported above for the images of the PCW bend~Fig. 6!.
Averaging small details out~with the distance increase! is
directly related to the corresponding changes in spatial
quency spectra that lose their high spatial frequencies.

FIG. 10. Typical spatial spectrum of the optical image obtain
with a straight region of PCW at the wavelengthl>1520 nm. Po-
sitions of the main peaks fitted to the experimental data are i
cated with solid lines. Dotted lines indicate combination frequ
cies that may appear due to the propagating backward PCW m
and/or nonlinear detection with a photoreceiver.
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expected distance dependencies of the three main spe
peaks are given by Eq.~3!, and can be used to validate th
above interpretation of the spatial spectrum~Fig. 10!. The
experimental data from the peak amplitudes are shown
Fig. 11 together with the exponential dependenciesAi exp
(2z/di) calculated from Eq.~4! with the spatial frequencies
which were found previously~Fig. 10!. The prefactorsAi of
these dependencies were fitted disregarding the values
sured at the surface, because the separation of the sa
surface and the scanning planes~at distancesz.0) is not
well defined. In general, these planes are parallel only to
extent that the SNOM head axis is perpendicular to
sample surface. The detection efficiency of the fiber for th
two configurations might be also somewhat different, e
due to the fiber bending caused by shear forces. With thi
mind, we find the agreement between calculated and m
sured slopes as being rather good.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, using the SNOM in collection mode, w
have imaged the propagation of light at telecommunicat
wavelengths along straight and bent regions of silicon-
insulator PCWs formed by removing a single row of holes
the triangular 410-nm-period lattice. High quality SNO
images of PCWs excited in the wavelength range of 152
1570 nm have been obtained and analyzed to determine
PCW characteristics. Thus, the bend loss has been dire
evaluated using averaged cross sections of the intensity
tributions before and after PCW bends. We have analy
light intensity variations along PCWs measured with t
SNOM at different distances from the sample surface a
related these variations to Bloch components of the PC
mode. Using a phenomenological description of the SNO
imaging and assuming the presence of a quasihomogen
background field, we have identified in spatial frequen
spectra of the intensity variations the corresponding Blo
harmonics and determined the propagation constant of
PCW mode at 1520 nm.

d

i-
-
de

FIG. 11. Dependencies of the main spectral peaks shown in
10 on the tip-surface distance measured~symbols! and fitted~solid
lines! according to their spatial frequencies.
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BOZHEVOLNYI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 235204 ~2002!
The issues discussed in this work have implications
the SNOM characterization of any PCW and, at least, so
types of conventional waveguide structures. Thus, we h
demonstrated the importance of careful adjustment of
in-coupling fiber with respect to the access waveguides
the bend loss evaluation and PCW mode characteriza
We have observed concentric fringes formed by the radia
scattered out of the PCW bend, which are similar to th
reported in the SNOM study of semiconductor wavegu
structures by Bourzeixet al.16 and attributed to the Tien ef
fect. We have explained this phenomenon by interfere
between the contributions in the detected signal from
waveguide mode and a quasihomogeneous coherent b
ground. This explanation was found to be consistent with
experimental results reported previously16,18and those of our
work. The presence of such a background might be con
ered as a drawback intrinsic for a particular configuration~of
a PCW, access waveguide, coupling fiber, etc.! because it
jeopardizes the accuracy of determination of spatial frequ
cies. On the other hand, it increases the detected signa
to the mode field, so that the signal becomes proportiona
the fieldamplitude~not intensity! and thereby sensitive to th
field phase. For example, the field phase map was dire
displayed in the form of aforementioned concentric fring
This feature is especially important for the SNOM imagi
of waveguide modes having large effective indexes, e.g.
semiconductor waveguides, and rather short penetra
depths in air, circumstances that makes them difficult to
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